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The bridge between smartphones and digital cameras has already been established, from devices such as Nokia's high-end Lumia (Lumia 1020) smartphones and from the samsung Galaxy Camera line. Nowadays, high-end DSLR and mirrorless cameras are starting to include Wi-Fi and NFC connectivity to provide us with a new arsenal
of features that interact well with our smartphones. One of them we recently managed to check out, the Samsung NX30, has a very convenient remote viewfinder that works alongside accompanying android and iOS apps. So how does this app from Samsung stack up when it comes to shooting experience? Read to find out. Before you
do anything, the first task by hand is to download the free Samsung Smart Camera app, which is surprisingly enough not only available on Android devices, but also has an iOS app. A shocking revelation to say the least, since the app doesn't necessarily have to be strictly tied to Samsung's line of smartphones. Once this is done, we
simply select the Wi-Fi option of choosing a Samsung NX30 mode and then tap the back of our NFC Android smartphone in the NFC zone NX30. With the iPhone, however, the process requires us to connect to the Wi-Fi network set up by the camera — and then start the app. Both apps are placed in the same way and function in the
same way, where we can see what the camera lens sees, but on our smartphone of course. In fact, there's a subtle streaming delay on both our Apple iPhone 5s and Samsung Galaxy S5, but we don't find it slow enough or slow enough to reduce the overall experience. Seriously, the application is quite useful in certain situations - for
example, when trying to take a photo that includes yourself in the frame. Using the app, we can visually see how the frame looks in real time so we can make adjustments to get the perfect photo. Even better, we can choose from the usual shooting modes that are available with the Samsung NX30 - they consist of Auto, aperture priority,
shutter priority, program and manual. Both applications have manual control. In addition, we have access to other options as well as give us that control settings. For example, we can choose the resolution of still images &amp;gt; aperture/ISO/shutter speed and even set a timer. Up to the average Joe, automatic mode will prove more
than convenient, but serious photographers will appreciate the app's selective controls. Breaking a shot is simple! All it takes is to tap an area in the frame, just like a touch focus, and from there the camera adjusts the focus. Once everything is properly set up, the last thing you need to do is press the shutter key! Despite all the
improvements we've seen with camera phones, the quality of cameras like the Samsung NX30 continues to be higher. Of course, the convenience factor is there with our smartphones when it comes to on the go you want to share through social networks. However, we really appreciate how much more and more DSLR and mirrorless
cameras interact with smartphones – for a higher level of functionality. There's no doubt we're seeing just that here with the Samsung Smart Camera app! No longer need someone to be taken away from a group shot, seeing that the smartphone can now be used to remotely access the camera. Subscribe to our newsletter! All Galaxy
phones come with the Samsung Messages app. This is ideal if you often write with other Samsung users, as anyone can benefit from features specific to these devices. In addition, starting with the Galaxy S8, it became possible to include GIFs and stickers in messages. Here's what you need to know to get started. The instructions in this
article apply to the latest version of the Samsung Messages app built into Samsung devices. Some features are only available for phones running Android 8.0 or later. Samsung Messages is usually the default messaging app on any Samsung device. However, if you've changed the default setting at a certain point, here's how to change it
again: Open the Phone Settings app. Select Apps &amp; notifications &gt; default apps &gt; SMS app. Select Messages. Would you like to send a message to your crew? Here's how it follows: From the Home screen, tap the Messaging app. Tap the text message icon in the lower-right corner. Select the people you want to add to chat
from the Contacts, Groups, or Recent categories. Either go to the Recipient field and either enter a name to select them from your contact list, or enter a phone number manually. You can also tap the person icon in the upper-right corner to open your contacts. Tap the To enter a message box and type your message. When you're done,
select Send. If you sign out of a message before sending it, it will automatically be saved as a draft. You can schedule delivery messages up to one year from the current date. This feature is great for sending everything from business-related texts to messages acknowledging special occasions to friends and relatives. Tap the Messages
app and select the text message icon. Tap the To enter a message box and type your message. Tap the add icon (+). Select Schedule message. Select the date and time to send your message. If you have a newer Samsung smartphone, you can add GIFs, emoticons, and stickers to your messages. Here's how it works: Tap the
Messaging app and select the text message icon. For emojis, tap the smiling face to display the emoji keyboard. For a GIF, tap GIF. For stickers, tap the square smiley face icon. Tap the text box or keyboard icon in the lower-left corner, return to the keyboard. If you've ever used a Samsung phone, you'll be very familiar with the company's
intention to recreate almost every app/service Google has. Google Chrome has to compete with Samsung Internet, Samsung offers applications through the Galaxy Store, although the play store is something Bixby is trying to take advantage of Google Assistant, so on and so on. Although these sometimes you feel superfluous, this is not
to say that Samsung applications are completely useless. In fact, if you look at AC forums, you'll find some people who actually prefer Samsung's version of things. And you? Do you prefer Google or Samsung apps? Join the conversation in the forums! Every week the Android Central podcast brings you the latest tech news, analysis and
hot takes, with familiar co-hosts and special guests. Subscribe to Pocket Casts: Audio Subscribe to Spotify: Audio Subscription on iTunes: Audio We can earn a purchase commission using our links. Find out more. If you have to believe that a new application that appeared in the Windows Store (h / t of people in MSPU), Samsung Galaxy
Book will be the successor to the TabPro S from 2016. Simply called Book Settings, the app doesn't show much, but gives an insight into some of the things we can expect to see in the Galaxy Book. Listed in the only screenshot available, we see support for digital pen, login model, AMOLED display settings and battery extender that
promises to improve battery life by limiting the charging level to 85%. This is the first we've heard of such a device, with Samsung's latest Windows 10 launches returning to CES, all of which have been more traditional laptops. The Galaxy TabPro S was a really nice 2-in-1, but the very nature of the Galaxy Book name suggests something
more comfortable laptop. Maintaining the Galaxy brand is enough to say it's probably not just another laptop. Maybe Samsung is headed to the Surface Book? What we do know is that Samsung is holding a focused event at Mobile World Congress, so maybe Galactic Book will show its face there. Maybe not. But we don't need to know,
as this happens on February 26. We may receive a purchase commission using our links. Find out more. The first update is here Edge Dev build 89.0.723.0, the first update for version 89, is distributed today through the dev channel. It brings new features, better stability and bug fixes. Not without cyberpunk 2077 errors, though well
received, comes with its fair share of bugs and startup problems. We rounded up the most important issues to know, including potential solutions to consider. Welcome to Night City Cyberpunk 2077, one of the most anticipated games of the year, finally launching in two days. A new trailer prepares people for the darkness of The Night
City. Feel the grind If you like looter shooters and have an Xbox One, X Series, or S-Series, then this collection is for you. There is so much variety that it can be difficult to know where to start, but fortunately for you, we have some pretty solid recommendations. A free call app is a great way to reduce your voice plan usage. In fact, with an
app that makes internet calls, you don't even from a voice plan with your iPhone, iPod, iPad or Android mobile device, because as long as you have access to Wi-Fi, you can make a phone call. iOS iOS users built-in call feature called FaceTime, which can make both audio and video calls free internet usage. However, FaceTime is limited
to other iOS devices and Macs. Fortunately, there are many good, different platforms free calling apps; call someone else who has the app, whether they're using Android, Windows Phone, or even a PC. Free call apps are limited only by a data connection. Call someone in the middle of the world or the other room, and it's free. All these
apps are available on various platforms, including iOS and Android devices, as well as web browsers. Skype is the service that launches voIP madness. The Skype app offers free local and international calls with other Skype users and plans for cheap plans for all non-Skype international user numbers. Many devices support Skype, which
can also make HD video calls. Download Skype for iPhone and iPad. The app also works with Android, Windows 10 Mobile, Kindle Fire HD, Windows, MacOS, Linux and more. Skype is also available from a web browser. WhatsApp is the most popular Mobile App. According to Facebook, which owns the app, WhatsApp has more than 1
billion users. WhatsApp's security focus sets it apart from other internet call apps. Privacy and security is in our DNA. Since end encryption is enabled, WhatsApp ensures that no one can spy on your phone calls. WhatsApp is available for iPhone, Android and Windows Phone devices, as well as Windows and MacOS PCs. Voice
messages, text messages, and file sharing also work via WhatsApp in a browser. The Google Hangouts app is a well-designed tool with many features and a huge community of active users. Use this call app to connect at any time with other Google Hangouts users for free voice and video calls. Use Google Hangouts for text messages
and to share photos, videos, GIFs, and more. Google Hangouts delivers emojis and self-expression stickers. This call app is available for iPhone and iPad, as well as Android devices and on the Internet. Google Hangouts has replaced its previous Google messaging products, such as Google Talk, Google+ Messenger and Google+'s
Hangouts feature. If you're one of the billions of people around the world who use Facebook, you'll love Messenger. The iOS call app not only uses the Internet to make free voice and video calls, but can also send texts, images, videos and more to your Facebook friends. Calls are just one touch; Use names or phone numbers to find your
friends on the social networking giant. In addition to messenger iOS call app for iPad and iPhone, Messenger is also on for Android devices. The Messenger site also supports calls. The Viber Messenger free call app is used by hundreds of millions of people worldwide; it supports not only phone calls, but also video calls and text
messages. The app uses your phone number to identify you on the web and integrates seamlessly with contact list to indicate who you can call Viber for free. Viber's iOS call app works with iPhone and iPad. The app can also be installed on Android and Windows mobile devices, macOS and Linux desktop devices. All apps listed here
require a data connection, so while Wi-Fi is free, using a call app through your data plan will suck up when using data. If you have a limited data plan, monitor your consumption and use call apps sparingly. Sparingly.
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